It is well-known that overparametrized neural networks trained using gradient-based methods quickly achieve small training error with appropriate hyperparameter settings. Recent papers have proved this statement theoretically for highly overparametrized networks under reasonable assumptions. The limiting case when the network size approaches infinity has also been considered. These results either assume that the activation function is ReLU or they crucially depend on the minimum eigenvalue of a certain Gram matrix depending on the data, random initialization and the activation function. In the latter case, existing works only prove that this minimum eigenvalue is non-zero and do not provide quantitative bounds. On the empirical side, a contemporary line of investigations has proposed a number of alternative activation functions which tend to perform better than ReLU at least in some settings but no clear understanding has emerged. This state of affairs underscores the importance of theoretically understanding the impact of activation functions on training. In the present paper, we provide theoretical results about the effect of activation function on the training of highly overparametrized 2-layer neural networks. We show that for smooth activations, such as tanh and swish, the minimum eigenvalue can be exponentially small depending on the span of the dataset implying that the training can be very slow. In contrast, for activations with a "kink," such as ReLU, SELU, ELU, all eigenvalues are large under minimal assumptions on the data. Several new ideas are involved. Finally, we corroborate our results empirically.
Introduction
It is now well-known that overparametrized feedforward neural networks trained using gradientbased algorithms with appropriate hyperparameter choices reliably achieve near-zero training error, e.g., [30] . Importantly, overparametrization also often helps with generalization; but our central concern here is the training error which is an important component in understanding generalization. We study the effect of the choice of activation function (we often just say activation) on the training of overparametrized neural networks. By overparametrized setting we roughly mean that the number of parameters or weights in the networks is much larger than the number of data samples.
The well-known universal approximation theorem for feedforward neural networks states that any continuous function on a bounded domain can be approximated arbitrarily well by a finite neural network with one hidden layer. This theorem is generally stated for specific activation functions such as sigmoid or ReLU. A more general form of the theorem shows this for essentially all non-polynomial activations [25, 36, 39] . This theorem concerns only the expressive power and does not address how the training and generalization of neural networks are affected by the choice of activation, nor does it provide quantitative information about the size of the network needed for the task.
Traditionally, sigmoid and tanh had been the popular activations. One of the many innovations in the resurgence of neural networks in the last decade or so has been the realization that ReLU activation generally performs better than the traditional choices (e.g. [14, Sec. 6.1]). ReLU is now the de facto standard for activation functions for neural networks but many other activations are also used which may be advantageous depending on the situation (e.g. [14, Sec. 6.3] ). In practice, most activation functions often achieve reasonable performance. To quote [14] : In general, a wide variety of differentiable functions perform perfectly well. Many unpublished activation functions perform just as well as the popular ones. Concretely, [37] provides a list of ten non-standard functions which all perform close to the state of the art at some tasks. This points to the possibility of a universality phenomenon for training neural networks similar to the one for expressive power mentioned above. It is an interesting scientific question whether such universality indeed holds, and if so, to understand it quantitatively.
Search for activation functions. A number of recent papers have proposed new activation functions-such as ELU, SELU, penalized tanh, SiLU/swish-based on either theoretical considerations or automated search using reinforcement learning and other methods; e.g. [7, 21, 44, 12, 37] . For definitions see Section 2 and Appendix B. These activation functions have been found to be superior to ReLU in many settings. See e.g. [11, 31] for overview and evaluation. We quote once more from [14] : The design of hidden units is an extremely active area of research and does not yet have many definitive guiding theoretical principles.
Theoretical analysis of training of highly overparametrized neural networks. Theoretical analysis of neural network training has seen vigorous activity of late and significant progress was made for the case of highly overparametrized networks. At a high level, the main insight in these works is that when the network is large, small changes in weights can already allow the network to fit the data. And yet, since the weights change very little, the training dynamics approximately behaves as in kernel methods and hence can be analyzed (e.g. [20, 26, 9, 2, 10, 1, 3] ). There are also many other approaches for theoretical analysis, e.g. [5, 29, 6] . Because of the large number of papers on this topic, we have chosen to list only the most closely related ones.
Analyses in many of these papers involve-either explicitly [20, 9, 10] or implicitly [2] -a matrix G (also occurring in earlier works [43, 42] ). The minimum eigenvalue λ 0 of G is an important parameter that directly controls the rate of convergence: the higher the minimum eigenvalue the faster the convergence. [20, 10] show that λ 0 > 0 for certain activations assuming that no two data points are parallel. Unfortunately, these results do not provide any quantitative information. The result of [2] , where the matrix G does not occur explicitly, can be interpreted as showing that the minimum eigenvalue is large under the reasonable assumption that the data is δ-separated, meaning roughly that no two data points are very close, and the activation used is ReLU. This quantitative lower bound on the minimum eigenvalue implies fast convergence of training. So far, ReLU was the only activation for which such a proof was known. Our results in brief. A general result one could hope for is that based on general characteristics of the activations, such as smoothness, convexity etc., we can determine whether the smallest eigenvalue of G is small or large. We prove results of this type:
• Negative Results. We show that for smooth activations, such as tanh and swish, the minimum eigenvalue can be exponentially small depending on dimension of the span of the dataset. In fact, a significant fraction of eigenvalues can be exponentially small. This implies that for such datasets training using smooth activations will be slow.
• Positive Results. In contrast, activations with a "kink," i.e. those with a a jump discontinuity in the derivative of some constant order, have all eigenvalues large under minimal assumptions on the data. E.g., the first derivatives of ReLU and SELU, the second derivative of ELU have jump discontinuities at 0. These results imply that for such activations, training will be rapid.
Additional related work. The literature is extensive; we only mention some of the related papers [32, 27, 15, 16, 34, 35, 33, 17] . These are related to the present paper in the broad sense that many of these consider spectral and other properties of some random matrices associated with the dataset and neural network, but differ significantly in the details: in particular, the matrix considered is different. For further discussion, see Appendix A.
Preliminaries
Denote by S n−1 = u ∈ R n : u 2 = 1 where u 2 2 = n i=1 u 2 i . Given a set S, denote by U (S) the uniform distribution over S interpreted appropriately. N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes the normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 . Let I S denote the indicator of the set S. For a matrix A, A i denotes its ith column. We note the definitions of some of the popular non-traditional activation functions here: swish(x) := x 1+e −x , [37] (called SiLU in [12] ); ELU(x) := max (x, 0) + min (x, 0) (e x − 1) [7] ; SELU(x) := α 1 max (x, 0) + α 2 min (x, 0) (e x − 1), where α 1 and α 2 are two different constants [21] . See Appendix B for further definitions.
We consider 2-layer neural networks
where x ∈ R d is the input and W = [W 1 , . . . , W m ] ∈ R m×d is the hidden layer weight matrix and a ∈ R m is the output layer weight vector. φ : R → R is an activation function which acts entrywise on vectors and c φ := E z∈N (0,1) φ(z) 2 . For the sake of clarity, we set c φ = 1. Elements of W have been initialized i.i.d. from the standard Gaussian distribution and the elements of a have been uniformly picked from {−1, +1}. This initialization and the parametrization in Equation 1 are from [10] . These together will be called DZXP setting. [13] initialization and variants. In DZXP setting, the argument of the activation can be much larger compared to the standard settings, making the analysis harder. Our theorems for these standard settings easily follow as corollaries to the analysis in the DZXP setting; we defer this discussion to the appendix.
Given labeled input data {(x i , y i )} n i=1 , where x i ∈ R d and y i ∈ R, we want to find the best fit weights W so that the quadratic loss
We train the neural network by fixing the output weight vector a at random initialization and training the hidden layer weight matrix W . (Output layer being trained can be handled as in [9, 10] .) In this paper, we focus on the gradient descent algorithm for this purpose. The gradient descent update rule for W is given by
, where W (t) denotes the weight matrix after t steps of gradient descent and η > 0 is the learning rate. The output vector u (t) ∈ R n is defined as u (t) i := F (x i ; a, W (t) ). Next, we define the matrix alluded to earlier, the Gradient Gram matrix G ∈ R n×n , referred to as the G-matrix in the sequel:
We will often work with the related matrix M ∈ R md×n , whose ith column is Vec 
, we make the following mild assumptions on data.
e. the distance between the subspace spanned by x i and x j needs to be at least δ > 0.
Assumption 1 can be easily satisfied by the following preprocessing: (a) renormalize each x i such that x i ≤ 1 / √ 2 and then, add an extra dimension to each x i such that x i = 1 / √ 2. We consider Assumption 2 to be reasonable; we later verify it empirically for CIFAR10.
Review of Relevant Prior Work
To motivate the importance of the G-matrix, let us first consider the continuous time gradient flow dynamics. That is,
, where L(W ) denotes the loss function (we suppressed dependence on data and the weights of the output layer) andẆ denotes the derivative with respect to time. Let y ∈ R n be the vector of outputs. It follows from an application of the chain rule thatu
It can be shown that as m → ∞, the matrix G (t) does not evolve from its initial value G (0) which is exactly the G-matrix. This leads us to the approximate solution, which upon diagonalizing the PSD matrix G is given by
Thus, it can be seen that the eigenvalues of the G-matrix control the rate of change of the output of the neural network towards the true labels. So a natural quantity to lower bound this rate is the smallest eigenvalue λ min of the matrix G.
We next look at the main results from [9] .
, then with probability at least 1 − κ over the random initialization, for t ≥ 1 we have
From the above, it can be seen that the time required to reach a desired amount of error is inversely proportional to λ. [10] extended the above result to general real-analytic functions. While the definition of the G-matrix shows that it is positive semidefinite, it is not immediately clear that the matrix is non-singular. But the following theorem, from [10] says that the matrix is indeed non-singular under very weak assumptions on the data and activation function. A similar result for the limit case m → ∞ but for more general non-polynomial Lipschitz activations was shown in [20] using techniques from [8] .
Lemma 3.2 (Lemma F.1 in [10] ). If φ is a non-polynomial analytic function and x i and x j are not parallel for distinct i, j ∈ [n], then λ min (G ∞ ) > 0.
In these papers the number of neurons required and the rate of convergence depend on λ (for example see Theorem 3.1) and thus, it is necessary for the matrix to have large minimum singular value for their analysis to give useful quantitative bounds. However, these results do not provide quantitative lower bound for λ min (G ∞ ).
[2] considered L-layer networks using ReLU (see Appendix D for a primer on their parametrization). A major step in their analysis is a lower bound on the gradient at each step. 
We show that λ min (G) is directly related to the lower bound on the gradient in case of ReLU activation. It is not obvious if the same method can be extended to other activation functions.
Hence, we aim to characterize the minimum eigenvalue of Gram matrix G ∞ . Since, G ∞ is the same matrix as G (0) in the limit m → ∞, we will focus on proving high probability bounds for eigenvalues of G (0) .
Main Results
Negative Results. The G-matrix of sufficiently smooth activations, such as tanh, must have many low eigenvalues under some conditions on n and d: Theorem 4.1. Let the activation function be tanh. Let d = dim Span {x 1 . . . x n } = O √ log n . The minimum eigenvalue of the G-matrix satisfies
with probability at least 1 − 1 /n 2.5 over the random choice of weight vectors
. Furthermore, the bound is satisfied by λ k , for k ≥ n/d .
See Appendix F for the proof. Note that the above bound does not make any assumption on the data other than the dimension of its span. The technique used for tanh is fairly general and can be used to show similar results for general classes of smooth activation such as swish. (Section 5 and Appendix H). In contrast to the above result, the average eigenvalue of the G-matrix for all reasonable activation functions is large (Appendix E): Theorem 4.2. Let φ be an activation function and let G be its G-matrix. Let E(φ (W T j x i )) 2 ≥ 2c for all i, j. Then, tr(G) ≥ cn with probability greater than 1 − e −Ω(m) .
The previous two theorems together imply that the G-matrix is poorly conditioned when d = O √ log n and the activation function is smooth, e.g. tanh. The effect of G-matrix being poorly conditioned on training can be easily seen in Equation 3 for the m → ∞ case with gradient flow discussed earlier. For the finite m setting, we show that the technique of [3] can be extended to the setting of smooth functions (see Appendix J) to prove Theorem 4.3. Denote by v i the eigenvectors of G (0) and with λ i the corresponding eigenvalue. With probability at least 1 − κ over the random initialization, the following holds for t ≥ 0,
This result can be interpreted to mean that in the small perturbative regime of [9, 3] , smooth functions like tanh do not train fast. The learning rate in the above result is small as λ min (G (0) ) is small. Analyzing the training in this situation for higher learning rates remains an important open problem.
Positive Results. Conversely, we show that for any constant r, presence of a jump discontinuity in the rth derivative of the activation leads to a large lower bound on the minimum eigenvalue. Let φ denote the following activation function, φ(x) = φ 1 (x) I x<α + φ 2 (x) I x≥α , where −1 ≤ α ≤ 1. Below C r+1 denotes the set of r + 1 times continuously differentiable functions. We need φ 1 and φ 2 to satisfy the following conditions parametrized by r, denoted J r :
• There exists α ∈ (−1, 1) such that φ 1 and φ 2 belong to C r+1 in the domains (−∞, α] and [α, ∞) with all the (r + 1) order derivatives of φ 1 and φ 2 bounded in their domains.
• |φ
e. the rth derivative has a jump discontinuity at α.
J 1 covers activations such as ReLU, SELU and LReLU, while J 2 covers activations such as ELU. Below we state the bound explicitly for J 2 . Similar results hold for J r for r ≥ 1.
Theorem 4.4 (J 2 activations). : Assume that φ satisfies J 2 . The minimum singular value of the G-matrix satisfies
with probability at least 1 − e −Ω(δm/n 2 ) with respect to {W
The above theorem shows that the presence of a jump discontinuity in the derivative of activation function (or one of its higher derivatives) leads to fast training of the neural network.
Extensions. Our results can be extended along several axes: Generalization bounds from [3] can easily be extended to the set of functions satisfying J r using techniques from [10] . Similarly, techniques from [2] for higher depth generalizes to functions such as SELU, LReLU and ELU. We believe this also generalizes to J r . Other loss functions such as cross-entropy can also be handled as well as activations with more than one kink. We do not pursue these directions in this paper choosing to focus on the core issues about activations. We briefly discuss extension to more general classes of activations in Appendix H.
Proof Sketch
In this section, we provide a high level sketch of the proofs of our results.
Negative Results. First we look at the proof sketch for Theorem 4.1. To understand the behavior of smooth activations under gradient descent, we first look at the behavior of a natural subclass of smooth functions: polynomials. The proof actually works with the matrix M introduced earlier whose spectrum is closely related to that of G = M T M/m. In this case, the problem of computing the smallest eigenvalue reduces to finding a non-trivial linear combination of the columns of M resulting in 0. We show that if d , the dimension of the span of the data, is sufficiently small, then this can be done implying that the smallest eigenvalue is 0. By a simple extension of the argument, we can show that in fact the G-matrix has low rank. This gives Theorem 5.1 (Informal version of Theorem F.2). The G-matrix for polynomial activation functions has low rank if the data spans a low-dimensional subspace.
Given that polynomials have singular M -matrices, a natural idea would be to approximate the smooth function tanh by a suitable family of polynomials and then use the above theorem to "kill" the polynomial part using an appropriate linear combination and get an upper bound on the eigenvalue of the order of the error in the approximation. An immediate choice would be Taylor's approximation. But, the Taylor series for tanh around 0 has a radius of convergence π/2 and under certain choices of initialization the argument of the function can take values in an interval strictly containing [−π/2, π/2] where the Taylor series diverges. To circumvent this difficulty, we consider another notion of approximation: consider a series of Chebyshev polynomials a n T n (x) that approximates tanh (x) in the L ∞ norm in some finite interval. The fact that tanh can be extended analytically to the complex plane can be used to show that the coefficients of the above series decay rapidly. The approximation is captured by the following theorem. When applying the lemma above, the degree required for approximation increases with the number of neurons m. This is because the interval [−k, k], in which the approximation is required to hold, grows with m (the maximum of mn Gaussians grows as √ log mn). This leads the degree of polynomial to become too large to be "killed", as m becomes larger. Thus for large m this fails to give the required bound. To remedy this, we relax the approximation requirement. Since we are working with Gaussian weights a natural relaxation is the L 2 -approximation under the Gaussian measure. This leads us to consider the Hermite expansion (see also [8] ) of tanh . The pth coefficient in Hermite expansion is an integral involving the pth Hermite polynomial. For large p, these polynomials are highly oscillatory which makes evaluation of the coefficients difficult. Fortunately, an old theorem of Hille [19] comes to rescue. Again, the fact that tanh can be analytically extended to a certain region of the complex plane can be used to bound the decay of the Hermite coefficients, which in turn bounds the error in polynomial approximation:
. tanh is approximable on R in the L 2 -norm with respect to the Gaussian measure by (Hermite) polynomials of degree p with error exp(−Ω √ p ).
In contrast, the pth Hermite coefficients of the step function (also called threshold or sgn) which is the derivative of ReLU (whose G-matrix has large minimum eigenvalue), behaves like p −0.75 . The L 2 -approximation gives us a bound on the expected loss. To argue about high probability bounds, we need to resort to concentration of measure arguments. This requires the number of neurons m to be large. Thus, these two notions of approximation complement each other.
It is interesting to note that both these (very different) approximation theorems use the fact that tanh can be analytically continued to a certain sub-domain of the complex plane and use complex-analytic techniques to bound real quantities. Now, using these theorems for the small and large m regimes, we can show that the eigenvalues of the G-matrix are indeed small as stated in Theorem 4.1. These results can easily be extended to swish. In fact, the above theorems hold for general functions satisfying certain regularity conditions such as having an analytic continuation onto a slightly larger complex region that contains the domain of interest, e.g. an interval of R or all of R (Appendix F).
Positive Results. We first sketch the proof of Theorem I.1, which shows that the minimum eigenvalue of the G-matrix is large for activations satisfying J 1 . As an illustrative example, consider ReLU. Its derivative, the step function, is discontinuous at zero. In their convergence proof for ReLU networks, [2] prove that the norm of the gradient for a W is large if the loss at W is large. We observe that their technique also shows a lower bound on the lowest singular value of the M -matrix by considering the norm of all possible linear combinations of the columns. For ζ ∈ S n−1 , define the linear combination f ζ (w) :
Theorem 5.4 (Informal statement of Claim I.2). For any ζ ∈ S n−1 , f ζ (w) has large norm with high probability for a randomly chosen standard Gaussian vector w.
Using an -net argument on ζ, the above result implies lower bound on the minimum singular value of M . [2] write w as two independent Gaussian vectors w and w , with large and small variances respectively. They isolate an event E involving w . This event happens if all but one of the summands in f ζ (w) = n i=1 ζ i φ ((w + w ) T x i ) x i are fixed to constant values with good probability over the choice of w . For the exceptional summand, say ζ j φ ((w + w ) T x j ), the choice of w is such that the argument (w + w ) T x j can be on either side of the jump discontinuity with large probability over the random choice of w . The random choice of w now shows that the whole sum is not concentrated and so with significant probability has large norm.
They show that E has substantial probability over the choice of w , which implies that with significant probability f ζ (w) is large. The property of all but one of the summands being fixed relies crucially on the fact that the derivative of ReLU is constant on both sides of the origin.
When generalizing this proof to activations in J 1 we run into the difficulty that the derivative need not be a constant function on the two sides of the jump discontinuity. We are able to resolve this difficulty with some additional technical ideas, in particular using the assumption that |φ (·)| is bounded. We work with event E involving w : in the sum defining f ζ (w) there is one exceptional summand ζ j φ ((w + w ) T x j ) x j such that the sum involving the rest of the summands-while not fixed to a constant value unlike for ReLU-does not change much over the random choice of w . Whereas the exceptional summand varies a lot with the random choice of w because the argument moves around the jump discontinuity. We show that E has significant probability, which proves the theorem. Now, we look at the proof of Theorem 4.4 which extends the result to an activation function with a jump discontinuity in the second derivative. The goal again is to show that for any ζ ∈ S n−1 , the function f ζ (w) has large norm with good probability for the random choice of w.
To this end, we consider Taylor's approximation of g ζ (w) :
where E is the error term. We show that ∇ w g ζ (w ) is likely to be large over the random choice of w , and so (∇ w g ζ (w )) T w is likely to be not concentrated on any single value if the error term E(w , w ) is sufficiently small, which we show. To prove that
which allows us to use the argument above for f ζ (w) being large in case of J 1 . This implies that g ζ (w) is large with good probability, which implies, with further argument, that f ζ (w) is large. The full proof of these results can be found in Appendix I.
As mentioned earlier, the argument can be generalized to condition J r for any constant r; we omit the details. One question that can be asked regarding the assumption is that when d ≤ O √ log n , does δ become exponentially small for all possible datasets? From volume considerations, it can be shown that we can always find distribution with large δ = Θ n −1/(d−1) . See Appendix C for details. These theorems point to a counterintuitive fact about overparametrized deep networks. They show that smoothness of the activation function hinders the ability of network to be trained.
Experiments
Synthetic data. We consider n equally spaced data points on S 1 , randomly lifted to S 9 . We randomly label the data-points from U {−1, 1}. We train a 2-layer neural network in the DZXP setting with mean squared loss, containing 10 6 neurons in the first layer with activations tanh, ReLU, swish and ELU at learning rate 10 −4 . The output layer is not trained during gradient descent. In Figure 1 (a) and Figure 1 (b) we plot the squared loss against the number of epochs trained. Results are averaged over 5 different runs. We observed that the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors stayed essentially constant throughout training, indicating overparametrized regime. ReLU converges to zero training error much faster than other activation functions, ELU is slightly faster than tanh and swish. In Figure 1 (c) and Figure 1 (d) we plot the eigenvalues at initialization. Eigenvalues are much higher in ReLU compared to other activations, ELU has slightly larger eigenvalue than tanh and swish.
Real data. We consider a random subset of 10 4 images from CIFAR10 [22] dataset. We train a 2-layer network containing 10 5 neurons in the first layer. First, we verify Assumption 2 regarding δ-separation of data samples. We plot L 2 -distances between all pair of images in Figure 2 (a). We also plot the L 2 -distances between all pairs of preprocessed images (described in Section 2) in Figure 2 (b). It shows that the assumptions hold for CIFAR10. Eigenvalues of the G-matrix for different activations at initialization are plotted in Figure 2 (d). This shows that ReLU has higher eigenvalues compared to other activations. However there is not much distinction between the spectrum of ELU and tanh. One possible reason could be that the number of images is not sufficient to show the difference in spectrum, i.e. as noted above the intrinsic dimension of CIFAR is approximately 10, so our theory requires at least 2 100 images to separate the two spectra.
We observed a difference in the rate of convergence while training the 2-layer network, with both layers trainable, using 256 batch sized stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with cross entropy loss on the random subset of CIFAR10 dataset (Figure 2 (e)). However, since we are not in the overparametrized setting, this observation can be attributed to the eigenvalue plots in Figure 2 
Conclusion
In this paper we characterized the effect of activation function on the training of neural networks in the overparametrized regime. Our results hold for very general classes of activations and cover all the activations in use that we are aware of. Many avenues for futher investigation remain: there are gaps between theory and practice because of the differences in the sizes, learning rates, optimization procedures and architectures used in practice and those analyzed in theory: compared to practice, most theoretical results in the recent literature (including the present paper) require the size of the networks to be very large and the learning rate to be very small. Moreover, various additional tweaks, such as batch normalization, are used for training in practice. Bridging these gaps is an exciting challenge.
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A Additional Related Work
The literature is extensive; we only mention some of the relate [32, 27, 15, 16, 34, 35, 33] . Of these, perhaps the closest to our work is [27]: they keep the random weights in the input layer fixed and only train the output layer. The main result is determination of the spectrum of a matrix associated with the input layer with the activation function being Lipschitz. This matrix is different from one considered here. Also the scaling used is different: both the dimension of the data, number of samples, and the number of neurons grow at the same rate to infinity. The effect of the activation function on the training via the spectrum is considered but no results are provided for popular activations.
[17] aim to find the best possible initialization of weights, that lead to better propagation of information in an untrained neural network, i.e. the rate of convergence of correlation among hidden layer outputs of datapoints to 1 should be of the order
, where L is the number of layers. They show smooth activation functions have a slower rate and hence, are better to use in deep neural networks. However, this set of parameterizations, called "edge of chaos", were proven to be essential for training by [24] under the framework of equivalence of infinite width deep neural networks to Gaussian processes over the weight parameters. The extent to which the approximation of stochastic gradient descent by bayesian inference holds is still an open problem.
B Activations
We introduce some of the most popular activation functions. These activation functions are unary, i.e. of type φ : R → R, and act on vectors entry-wise:
In this paper we do not study activation functions with learnable parameters such as PReLU, or activation functions such as maxout which are not unary. Activations functions are also referred to as nonlinearities, although the case of linear activation functions has also received much attention.
• ReLU(X) := max (x, 0)
• LReLU(x) := max (x, 0) + α min (x, 0), where α is a constant less than 1
• SELU(x) := α 1 max (x, 0) + α 2 min (x, 0) (e x − 1), where α 1 and α 2 are two different constants [21].
C Preliminary facts
We note some well-known facts about concentration of Gaussian random variables to be used in the proofs.
Fact C.1. For a Gaussian random variable v ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), ∀t ∈ (0, σ), we have
In fact, the following holds true. ∀t ∈ (0, σ/2), we have
where 0 ≤ a ≤ σ.
Fact C.2. For a Gaussian random variable v ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), ∀t ∈ (0, σ), we have ∀t ≥ 0
Fact C.3 (Hoeffding's inequality, see [4] ). Let X 1 , X 2 , .., X n be n independent random variables, where X i lies in the interval [a i , b i ], and letX be the empirical mean, i.e.,X = n i=1 X i n . Then,
Fact C.4 (Multiplicative Chernoff bound, see [4] ). Let X 1 , X 2 , .., X n be independent random variables taking values in {0, 1}, and letX be the empirical mean, i.e.,X = n i=1 X i n . Then
for all t ∈ (0, 1).
Fact C.5 (Maximum of Gaussians, see [4] ). Let X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n be n Gaussians following N 0, σ 2 . Then,
where k > 0 is a constant.
Fact C.6 (Mini-max formulation of singular values). Given a matrix M ∈ R m×n , assuming n ≤ m, the singular values of M can be defined as follows.
We now discuss the distance between data points, with maximal pairwise distance, in the setting of d ≤ O √ log n . Let us consider the following distribution, place n datapoints at maximal distance from each other on S d−1 . In this case, it can be shown that the distance between any pair of points is Θ n −1/(d−1) . This can be shown in the following manner, for the n datapoints to be at maximal distance (at least δ) from each other, they must form a covering set of S d−1 with radius δ. Thus, using a bound on the size of a δ net, by using the fact that the union of volumes of n (d − 1) dimensional spheres of radius δ (denoted by V d−1 (δ)) must be equal to the surface area of a d-dimensional unit sphere (denoted by S d ), we get
C.1 General Approach for Bounding Eigenvalue of G-Matrix
The Gram matrix G can be written as
where M ∈ R md×n is defined by
When |a k | = 1, we can take another matrix M ∈ R md×n satisfying the above relation to G and has the form
2 . The minimum singular value of M can be defined (through the minmax theorem) as
Hence, the general approach to show a lower bound of σ min (M ) is to show that the following quantity
is lower-bounded for all ζ ∈ S n−1 .
To show an upper bound, we pick a ζ ∈ S n−1 and use
D Standard Parametrization and initializations
The classical definition of a 2-layer (i.e. 1-hidden layer) neural network is
where a ∈ R m is the output layer weight vector, W ∈ R d×m is the hidden layer weight matrix and b ∈ R m denotes the hidden layer bias vector. This parametrization differs slightly from the choice made in Equation and a (0) are chosen, depending on whether the number of neurons in the previous layer is taken into account (fanin) or the number of neurons in the current layer is taken into account (fanout).
• Init(fanin) :
Note that [2] use Init (fanout) initialization. The elements of b are initialized from N 0, β 2 , where β is a small constant. We set β = 0.1 in Init (fanin) initialization and
initialization. For ease of presentation, we set a
and a
k ∼ U {−1, +1} in Init (fanout) initialization and fix the vector during gradient descent.
D.1 Note on G-Matrix for Standard Initializations
We follow the argument in Section 3 to get the G-matrix (G) as
where η is the gradient flow rate needed to control the gradient during descent algorithm to stop gradient explosion, i.e. we need to control the maximum eigenvalue of the Gram matrix. For Init (fanin) and Init (fanout)
E Lower Bound on the Trace of G-Matrix
In this section, we lower bound the trace of the gradient matrix for a general activation function as a point of comparison for our results regarding the lowest eigenvalue. We will denote E φ (Z) 2 = 2c where the random variable Z = W T j x i (the choice of i, j will not matter in the following theorem). This constant depends on the choice of the activation function and is fairly large for most usual choices of activation functions such as ReLU or tanh.
Theorem E.1. Let φ be an activation function and let G be its G-matrix.
2c for all i, j. Then, tr(G) ≥ cn with probability greater than 1 − e −Ω(m) .
Proof. The trace of the G-matrix is given by
For any j we have (expectation is over W )
Now from the Hoefding bounds, we get
as required.
This shows that the trace is large with high probability. From it follows that average of eigenvalue is Ω (1). It also follows that maximum eigenvalue is Ω (1).
F Upper Bound on Lowest Eigenvalue for tanh
For activation functions represented by polynomials of low degree, we show that the G-matrix is singular. In fact, the rank of this matrix is small if the degree of the polynomial is small. To upper bound the lowest eigenvalue of the G-matrix for the tanh activation function, we proceed by approximating tanh with polynomials of low degree. It turns out that tanh can be well-approximated by polynomials in senses to be described below. This allows us to use the result about polynomial activation functions to show that the minimum singular value of the G-matrix of tanh is small. The approximation of tanh by polynomials turns out to be non-trivial. It does have Taylor expansion centered at 0 but the radius of convergence is π/2 and thus cannot be used directly if the approximation is required for bigger intervals.
We consider two different notions of approximations by polynomials, depending on the initialization and the regime of the parameters.
F.1 Polynomial Activation Functions
As an initial example consider a linear activation function. In this case, the G-matrix turns out to be the Gram matrix of the data. Since each datapoint is low dimensional, we get that it is singular. We capture this with the following lemma. In fact, at least (n − d) eigenvalues of the G-matrix are 0.
Proof. If φ (x) = x, φ (x) = 1 and the G-matrix is given by
where X = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] is the matrix containing the x i 's as its columns. Since the x i 's are d-dimensional vectors, rank(X) ≤ d and so, X can have at most d non-zero singular values, which leads to at most d non-zero eigenvalues for G.
The next question to ask would be whether this generalizes to polynomials. We show that the answer is affirmative, showing that activation functions represented by low degree polynomial must have singular Gradient Gram matrices:
Denote by d the dimension of the span of the data points. Then, the G-matrix is singular, that is
assuming that the following condition involving n, d and p holds,
Proof. Referring to Equation 5 , it suffices to find one ζ ∈ S n−1 such that
For a weight vector w ∈ {W 1 , ... , W m } and arbitrary ζ ∈ R n consider
which can be written as follows
Here Z + denotes the set of non-negative integers. Note that the term denoted by † is a ddimensional vector, since x i ∈ R d . The actual number of unique equations in † depends on d , since x i 's can have only upto d order unique moments. Hence, if we want to make the above zero, it suffices to make the term denoted by † zero for each of the summands. This is a system of linear equations in variables {ζ i } n i=1 . Counting the number of constraints for each summand and summing over all the indices gives us that the number of constraints is given by
which is equal to
Note that this can also be seen by counting the number of non-trivial monomials of degree at most p in d variables. Hence, making the number of constraints less then number of variables, leads to existence of at least one non-zero vector ζ satisfying the set of constraints. Since, the set of linear equations is independent of the choice of w, the claim holds true for all w. Thus, using a unit normalized ζ in Equation 5, we get σ min (M ) = 0. Proof. If d = O √ log n , Condition 6 can be simplified to get
Applying Theorem F.2 with the above condition, we get the desired solution.
By slightly modifying the proof of the above theorem, we can actually show not only that the matrix is singular, but also that the kernel must be high dimensional.
n low-order eigenvalues of the G-matrix satisfy
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem F.2. Referring to Fact C.6, it suffices to find one n 1 −
holds true ∀ζ ∈ U . For a weight row vector w ∈ {W 1 , ... , W m } and an arbitrary ζ ∈ R n , we can simplify the following quantity
to get the same set of constraints on variable ζ, as in Equation 7 . Making the number of constraints less than n d leads to the existence of the desired subspace U , whose dimension is n 1 − 1 d , satisfying the constraints. This can be restated as
which can be further simplified using the fact that d ≤ O √ log n to get
In the above inequality, we use the fact that
Since, the set of linear equation is independent of the choice of w, the claim holds true for all w ∈ {W 1 , ..., W m }, from which the result follows. Now, if a function is well approximated by a low degree polynomial then we can use the idea from the above theorem to kill all but the small error term leaving us with a small eigenvalue. But, for different regimes of the parameters, we need to consider different polynomial approximations.
F.2 L ∞ Approximation using the Chebyshev Polynomials
Let f : [−k, k] → R be a function for some k > 0. We would like to approximate f with polynomials in the L ∞ norm. That is, we would like a polynomial g p of degree p such that
First, we reduce the above problem to that of approximating functions on [−1, 1]. The idea is to consider the scaled function We are interested in approximating the derivative of tanh on (−τ, τ ). Denote by σ the sigmoid function given by
It follows from the definition that tanh (x) = 2σ (2x) − 1.
The approach is to consider a series in the Chebyshev polynomials T n . That is, we consider
The coefficients a n corresponding to σ can be computed using the orthogonality relations for the Chebyshev polynomials.
Using this, one can show the following theorem about the polynomial approximations of the sigmoid function.
Theorem F.4 (Equation B.7 in [38]).
For each k ≥ 0 and ∈ (0, 1], there is a polynomial g p of degree p with
The proof of the claim follows by bounding a n using contour integration. From the above discussion, in order to approximate tanh in the interval (−τ, τ ), we need to approximate 2σ (2τ x)− 1. From Theorem F.4, we require a polynomial of degree
Recall that we actually need to approximate the derivative of tanh. But this can be achieved easily from the fact that tanh (x) = 1 + tanh(x) 1 − tanh(x) and the following lemma.
Lemma F.5. Let I be an interval and let f i , g i : I → R for i ∈ {1, 2} be functions such that sup x∈I f i (x) − g i (x) ≤ for all i and f i (x) ≤ 1 for x ∈ I and all i. Then,
Proof. For any x ∈ I we have
F.3 L 2 Approximation using Hermite Polynomials
Next we consider approximating f in the 2-norm i.e. we would like to find a polynomial h p of degree p such that
is minimized. θ (x) denotes a probability measure on the real line. Note that this problem can be solved using the technique of orthogonal polynomials since L 2 is a Hilbert space. The study of orthogonal polynomial is a rich and well-developed area in mathematics (see [40, 23] ). Our main focus will be the case where f is the derivative of tanh and θ is the Gaussian measure on the real line. Let H k denote the kth normalized (physicists') Hermite polynomial given by
and the corresponding normalized (probabilists') Hermite polynomial is given by
The Hermite polynomials are usually written without the normalization. The normalization terms ensure that the polynomials form orthonormal systems with respect to their measures.
Recall that µ (x; σ) denotes the density function of a Gaussian variable with mean 0 and standard deviation σ. The series of polynomials H k are orthonormal with respect to Gaussian measure µ x;
and the series of polynomials He k are orthonormal with respect to the standard Gaussian measure µ (x; 1) i.e.
The two versions of the Hermite polynomials are related by
For any function f ∈ L 2 (µ), we can define the Hermite expansion of the function as
From the orthogonality of the Hermite polynomials, we can compute the coefficients as
Since L 2 is a Hilbert space, we can use the Pythagoras theorem to bound the error of the projection onto the space of degree k polynomials as
This leads us to consider the Hermite coefficients of the functions we would like to study. In the following we will be using complex numbers. For z ∈ C, the imaginary part of z is denoted by (z).
The following theorem provides conditions under which the Hermite coefficients decay rapidly. It says that if a function extends analytically to a strip around the real axis and the function decays sufficiently rapidly as the real part goes to infinity, the Hermite series converges uniformly over compact sets in the strip and consequently has rapidly decaying Hermite coefficients. The extension to the complex plane provide the function with strong regularity conditions. Theorem F.6. (Theorem 1 in [19] ) Let f (z) be an analytic function. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that the Fourier-Hermite series
shall exist and converge to the sum f (z) in the strip S τ = z ∈ C : (z) < τ , is that f (z) is holomorphic in S τ and that to every β, 0 ≤ β < τ , there exits a finite positive B(β) such that
where x ∈ (−∞, ∞), y ∈ (−β, β). Moreover, whenever the condition is satisfied, we have
for all positive . Here, M denotes a function that depends only on .
The function tanh can be naturally extended to the complex plane using its definition in terms of the exponential function. From this definition, it follows that tanh has a simple pole at every point such that e 2z + 1 = 0. The set of solutions to this are given by 2z = (2n + 1) π. Thus, tanh is holomorphic in any region not containing these singularities. In particular, tanh is holomorphic in the strip S π/2 = z ∈ C : (z) < π/2 . The same holds for tanh .
Using the above theorem, we bound the size of the Hermite coefficients of the derivative of tanh and thus bound the error of approximation by low degree polynomials.
2 . Consider the Hermite expansion of φ 1 in terms of {H k } ∞ k=0 , as
Then,
Proof. As before consider the strip S τ = z ∈ C : (z) < τ . Note that φ 1 (z) is holomorphic in S τ for τ < √ 2π/2. For every β ∈ [0, √ 2π/4], consider z = x + iy ∈ S β and set √ 2x = x and √ 2y = y. Also note that tanh (z) = 1/ cosh 2 (z). Then we have
for some constant C independent of k.
Corollary F.7.1. Let φ 2 (x) = tanh (x). Consider the Hermite expansion of φ 2 :
Proof. Using orthonormality of He k with respect to the standard Gaussian measure, we havē
2 , defined in Theorem F.7 and He k √ 2x = H k (x), as given by Equation 13, we havec
Applying Theorem F.7, we get the required bound. 
Proof.
Using orthonormality of normalized Hermite polynomials with respect standard Gaussian measure, we have
Substituting the bounds for {c k } ∞ k=p+1 from Corollary F.7.1, we have
For comparison, consider the Hermite expansion of the derivative of ReLU, the threshold function. It can be shown (see [23, page 75] ) that
It can now be seen that the Hermite coefficients do not decay rapidly for this function.
F.3.1 DZXP Setting
For this choice of initialization, defined in section 2, we need to consider two different regimes depending on the number of neurons m. When m is small, we use Chebyshev approximation in the L ∞ norm, while we use the L 2 approximation by Hermite polynomials when m is large. First consider the Chebyshev approximation.
Theorem F.8. Assuming φ(x) = tanh(x) and weights
, the minimum eigenvalue of the G-matrix is
with probability at least 1 − 2 (mn) , where p is the largest integer that satisfies Condition 6.
Proof. In the following, for typographical reasons we will write W k instead of W (0) k . Referring to Equation 5 , it suffices to find a vector ζ g ∈ S n−1 s.t.
is a Gaussian random variable following N (0, 1). Thus, there are mn Gaussian random variables and with probability at least 1 − 2 (mn)
Hence, we restrict ourselves to the range
log nm , when we analyze φ(x). Now, from Equation 8 and Lemma F.5, we have that there exists a polynomial g (x) of degree p that can approximate φ in the interval −3 √ log nm, 3 √ log nm with the error of approximation in L ∞ norm given by
provided Condition 6 holds true. For any weight vector W k and any ζ ∈ S n−1 , we have
where we use triangle inequality and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality in Inequality 18, ζ = 1, x i = 1 and that the maximum error of approximation is in Inequality 19. Hence, for ζ = ζ g , we have
decreases with increasing p, we substitute the value of at maximum value of p possible in order to get the desired result.
Note that since the upper bound on the eigenvalue depends on m, the bound becomes increasingly worse as we increase m. This is because as we increase m, the interval −3 √ log nm, 3 √ log nm in which we need the polynomial approximation to hold increases in length and thus the degree needed to approximate grows with m. To remedy this, we relax the approximation guarantee required from the L ∞ norm to the L 2 norm under the Gaussian measure. This naturally leads to approximation by Hermite polynomials as discussed in subsection F.3.
Theorem F.9. Assuming φ(x) = tanh(x) and weights
, with probability at least
the minimum eigenvalue of the G-matrix is bounded by c, i.e.
where
and p is the largest integer that satisfies Condition 6.
Proof. In the following, for typographical reasons we will write W k instead of W
k . Referring to Equation 5 , it suffices to find a vector ζ h ∈ S n−1 s.t. n i=1 ζ h i M i is small. Theorem G.2 gives the error of approximating φ by a polynomial h, consisting of Hermite polynomials of degree ≤ p, in the L 2 norm. Let E p denote the error function of approximation, given by E p (x) = φ (x) − h(x).
From Theorem F.2, there exists ζ h ∈ S n−1 s.t. for all w we have
provided p satisfies Condition 6.
Using ζ h , we get
We approximate φ by h and use the definition of ζ h in Equation 21, apply Cauchy-Schwartz in Equation 22, x i = 1 ∀i ∈ [n], ζ h = 1 and the linearity of expectation in Equation 23. w T x 1 follows a Gaussian distribution N (0, 1). Hence, denoting h as the error of approximation from Corollary F.7.2, we get
Applying Hoeffding's inequality for m weight vectors
In the above inequality, we use the fact that ∀W k ,
, c being a constant and substituting the value of , we get the final upper bound. Thus,
Using Equation 5 and the fact λ min (G) = 1 m σ min (M ) 2 , we get the final bound. The upper bound on minimum eigenvalue from Theorem F.8 can be rewritten as
for a small constant C and p denotes the largest integer that satisfies Condition 6. Let us assume that d ≤ O √ log n , where d = dim Span {x 1 . . . x n } . Then, we use the value of p from Corollary F.2.1 for the next set of arguments. Substituting the value of p, we get
, we have
. By Theorem F.9, when m > e
with high probability with respect to {W k } m k=1 . Hence, the final bounds of minimum singular value of Gram matrix in case of tanh activation has been summarized below.
, the minimum eigenvalue of the G-matrix satisfies
with probability at least 1 − n eigenvalues of the matrix are small. This is captured in the following theorem.
and weights
, then eigenvalues of the G-matrix satisfy
∀k ≥ n d with probability at least 1 − Proof. In the following, for typographical reasons we will write W k instead of W
k . We give a proof outline. We will approximate φ by a p-degree polynomial h as in Theorem F.8 and Theorem F.9, where p ≤ O n 1/d . From Theorem F.3, we get that for polynomial h, there exits a n(1 − 1 d ) dimensional subspace U for which the following quantity
is 0, ∀ζ ∈ U . Now, we can take an orthonormal basis
and for each ζ (j) , we can follow the same proof structure in Theorem F.8, Theorem F.9 and Theorem F.10 to get
with probability at-least 1 − 1 n 2.5 with respect to {W k } m k=1 . Now, for bounding singular value σ k (M ), for k ≥ n d , we use the following argument. We choose a subset S (n−k) of size n − k from ζ (U ) . This subset is a n − k dimensional subspace U of R n . Each ζ ∈ U can be written in the form ζ =
Thus, it follows from the definition of σ k (M ) from Fact C.6 that
we get the final upper bound.
F.3.2 Standard Setting
Now, we consider upper bounding the eigenvalue of the G-matrix for the standard initialization, defined in Appendix D.
Theorem F.11 (Init(fanout) setting). Assuming φ(x) = tanh(x) and weights
with probability at least 1 − 2 (mn) Proof. It follows from the same proof as Theorem F.3.
Theorem F.12 (Init(fanin) setting). Assuming φ(x) = tanh(x) and weights W (0)
, the minimum eigenvalue of the Gmatrix is
with probability at least 1 − 2 (mn) 
with probability at least 1 − 
G Upper Bound on Eigenvalue for Swish
In this section, we show upper bounds on the eigenvalues for the G-matrix for the Swish activation function using techniques largely similar to the techniques uses for the tanh activation function. This is not too surprising since they satisfy the following functional identity
Similarly, for the L 2 approximation for swish, we proceed using the same technique as for tanh.
Theorem G.2. Let φ 2 (x) = swish (x) and let φ 2 be approximated by Hermite polynomials {He k } ∞ k=0 of degree up to p in Equation 17, denoted by
Using the above theorems and the techniques from the previous sections, we can upper bound the eigenvalues of the G-matrix with the swish activation f0unction. We summarize this in the following theorems. 
H General Activation Functions
In this section, we generalize the results of the previous sections upper bounding the eigenvalues of the G-matrix to a more general class of activation functions. To this end we note that the only property of the tanh and swish we used was that these functions are well-approximated by polynomials of low degree. The approximation theorems used in the previous sections can be stated under fairly general conditions on the activation functions. For the Chebyshev approximation, it can be shown that a function with k derivatives with bounded norms can be approximated by Chebyshev polynomials of degree N with error that decays like N −k . This shows that for smooth functions the error decays faster than any inverse polynomial. Under the assumption of analyticity, this can be further improved to get exponential decay of error. We summarize this in the following theorem. 
Furthermore, if f can be extended analytically to the ellipse
Similarly, for Hermite approximation one can state the decay of the Hermite coefficients in terms of the regularity of the derivatives, expressed in terms of inclusion of the function in certain Sobolev spaces. Also, Theorem F.6 indicates that extending the function on to the complex plane gives better convergence properties. See [41] for further details.
With these general approximation theorems and techniques from the previous sections, we can extend the upper bound on the eigenvalues on activation functions satisfying sufficient regularity conditions.
I Lower Bound on Lowest Eigenvalue for Non-Smooth Functions
For α ∈ (−1, 1) define the activation function φ by
We show that the minimum singular value of the G-matrix is at least inverse polynomially large in n and δ, provided φ 1 and φ 2 satisfy the following properties for some r ∈ Z ≥0 . We shall denote this condition as J r .
• φ 1 , φ 2 ∈ C r+1 in the domains (−∞, α] and [α, ∞) respectively.
• All the (r + 1)th derivatives of φ 1 and φ 2 are upper bounded in magnitude by 1 in (−∞, α]
and [α, ∞) respectively.
• φ
Remark. We assume φ (r)
2 (α) = 1 in our proofs for simplicity. This introduces only a constant factor in our bounds.
In the following we consider J 1 and J 2 . The results can be easily generalized to higher r but with lower bound degrading as n −2 r .
I.1 J 1 : The first derivative is discontinuous at a point
I.1.1 DZXP Setting
Recall that this setting was defined in section 2. ReLU, SELU and LReLU satisfy the conditions for the following theorem. The data set {(x i , y i )} n i=1 , for x i ∈ R d and y i ∈ R is implicitly understood in the theorem statements below.
Theorem I.1. Let the condition on φ be satisfied for r = 1. Assume that
. Then, the minimum singular value of the G-matrix satisfies
Proof. In the following, for typographical reasons we will write W k instead of W (0) k . Consider the following sum for an arbitrary unit vector ζ.
To lower bound the lowest eigenvalue of the G-matrix, we will give a lower bound on the norm of this vector. In Claim I.2, we show
Applying the Chernoff bounds, we have
To get the bound for all ζ ∈ S n−1 , we use an -net argument with = Θ √ δ n 2 and -net size 1 n . This gives that
holds for all ζ ∈ S n−1 with probability at least
. Thus, using the fact that λ min
we get the final bound.
Corollary I.1.1. Let φ(x) = I x≥0 x, we get for the G-matrix,
with probability at least 1 − e −Ω 
Then we have
Pr
Proof. Let i * denote arg max i∈[n] ζ i . We split vector w into two independent weight vectors, as follows w = w + w ,
where g 1 and g 2 are two independent Gaussian random variables following N 0, 1 − θ 2 and N 0, θ 2 respectively and we set θ = δ n 2 .
Let E denote the following event.
Assuming event E occurs, for i = i * we have
and for ∀i = i * we have
Hence, conditioned on E, for i = i * we have I w T x i ≥α = I w T x i ≥α always and I w T x i * ≥α = I w T x i * ≥α with probability 1/2.
Conditioned on E and using triangle and Cauchy-Schwartz inequalities we get
where we use our assumption that φ (x) ≤ 1 for x ∈ R \ {α} in Inequality 29. Conditioning on E was used in concluding that either φ (w
In other words, φ 1 and φ 2 "don't mix."
Since
The above can be derived as follows. Given that event E holds true, with probability 0.5 with respect to g 2 , w T x i is going to cross the jump discontinuity at α and thus, φ is going to change by at least 1, minus the maximum movement on either side of α, which is bounded. Thus,
We now need to show that E occurs with high probability. From Claim I.3, we have
I.1.2 J 1 for Standard Setting
The above theorems can be easily adapted to the standard settings, defined in Appendix D. We capture this with the following corollaries.
Corollary I.3.1 (Adapting Theorem I.1 for Init (fanin) setting). Let the condition on φ be satisfied for r = 1. Assume, W
k ∼ N 0,
[m]. Then, the minimum singular value of the G-matrix satisfies
Corollary I.3.2 (Adapting Theorem I.1 for Init (fanout) setting). Let the condition on φ be satisfied for r = 1. Assume,
with probability at least 1 − e −Ω(δm/n) with respect to {W
The second derivative has jump discontinuity at a point
I.2.1 DZXP setting
Recall that this setting was defined in section 2.
Theorem I.4. Let the φ satisfy the condition for r = 2. Assume that
Proof. In the following for typographical reasons we will use W k instead of W
k . Referring to Equation 4 , it suffices to show that
has a lower bound for all vectors ζ ∈ S n−1 with high probability. Fix a particular ζ ∈ S n−1 . For each k ∈ [m] and each i ∈ [n], we have W T k x i ∼ N (0, 1). First, we analyze the sum for a fixed k, i.e. we consider
Define the event C w on a weight vector w as
Using Fact C.1 and the fact that x i are unit vectors,
Define the event D w on a weight vector w as
Fact C.2 shows that,
where we set t = δ 500n 2 θ to get Inequality 34. We wantŴ k to satisfy condition CŴ Assuming both the conditions hold, it follows that IŴ k x i ≥α = I W k x i ≥α . We will work conditioned on both the events.
Define a function f as follows,
Note that
In the sequel we will use f for ∇ w f (w) and f for ∇ 2 w f (w). It is easy to see that the only discontinuities of the derivative of function f are when w T x i = α, since it is the only point of discontinuity for φ . Thus, assuming that CŴ k and DW k hold true, we can apply Taylor expansion to f (Ŵ k ) for a perturbation ofW k , ensuring that all the derivatives exist in the neighborhood of interest. Hence
where R 2 denotes the second order remainder term given by
The magnitude of this term can be bounded in the following manner.
where Inequality 36 uses Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, Inequality 37 uses the fact that all the derivatives of φ of order up to r + 1 are bounded for x = 0 andW k satisfies condition DW k and W k satisfies CŴ k . Thus we have
Consider the following two cases.
0.01
First, we condition on the event thatŴ k is picked so that f Ŵ k (39)
. Thus applying Fact C.1, 
Case 2: f (Ŵ k ) ≥ 1 2 0.01 n θ. We can upper-bound the magnitude of f (Ŵ k ) by O( √ n) as follows.
Here we use the fact that ζ = 1, φ is bounded by a constant at all x = α and x i = 1 for i ∈ [n]. Note that, this bound always holds true, irrespective of the value ofŴ k . Again, using the fact that W k , f (Ŵ k ) is a Gaussian variable following N (0, θ 2 f (Ŵ k )
2 ), Fact C.1 shows that,
2/3 n .
Now,
≥ Ω 1 n .
Hence, from Equation 38, we get
Thus,
0.01 n θ and CŴ
0.01 n θ and DW
Thus, combining the two cases, we have
Applying a Chernoff bound over all k ∈ [m], we get
≥ Ω δ 3 m n 7 log n with probability at least 1 − exp(−Ω( δm n 2 )) with respect to {W k } m k=1 . Applying an -net argument over ζ ∈ S n−1 , with = ≥ Ω δ 3 m n 7 log (n)
holds for all ζ ∈ S n−1 with probability at least 1 − 2n 4 √ log n δ 1. where ζ ∈ S n−1 . Note that f (w) is a d-dimensional vector. Also, the above can be written as f (w) = Qv where Q ∈ R d×n is defined by Q i,j = ζ j x j,i
and v ∈ R n , defined by
Also, since ζ = 1 and x i = 1 ∀i ∈ [n], we have Q F = 1. Consider the following quantity n j=1 Q i,j v j . This quantity denotes the dot product of a row vector of Q and v. We can apply Equation 41 to get n j=1 Q i,j Q i v j
2
≥ Ω δ 3 m n 7 log n holds true with probability at-least 1 − e −Ω δm n 2 with respect to {W k } m k=1 . Note that, the coefficients have been normalized to unit norm to satisfy the condition based on which Equation 41 was derived. We can take a union bound over all the rows of Q to get
F Ω δ 3 m n 7 log n = Ω δ 3 m n 7 log n with probability at least for a variable c that depends on n and δ.
J Fine-grained analysis for smooth activation functions
In this section, we show the behavior of the loss function under gradient descent, in the low learning rate setting considered by [9] , [10] and [3] . We consider the neural network given by Equation 1 . We assume that the activation function φ satisfies the following properties.
• φ belongs to C 3 class of functions.
• φ is β-lipschitz and γ-smooth.
• φ (z) and φ (z) are bounded by O (1) constants, ∀z ∈ R . Now, we state some important theorems from [10] , that we will use for the future analysis. There are some differences in our setting and the setting of [10] . a) [10] work with a general H layer neural network. Hence, we state their theorems for H = 1. b) For simplicity of presentation, we have assumed that a k has been kept fixed during gradient descent, which can be easily removed as in [9] . c) In [10] , a , the following holds ∀t ∈ Z + .
Note that [10] consider λ min (G ∞ ) in their arguments, where G ∞ ij = lim m→∞ G
ij . However, in the overparametrized regime, with high probability with respect to {W k } m k=1 , λ min (G ∞ ) and λ min G (0) differ only by a constant factor, as given by lemma B.4 in [10] . Thus, we show their theorems using λ min G (0) . Theorem J.2 (Lemma B.6 in [10] ). Assuming the setting in Theorem J.1, the following holds ∀t ∈ Z + and ∀k ∈ [m].
Theorem J.3. Assuming the setting in Theorem J.1, the following holds ∀t ∈ Z + . 
